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When health is absent, wisdom cannot reveal itself, art cannot manifest,
strength cannot fight, wealth becomes useless, and intelligence cannot be
applied.” Herophilus
Lunch
Flu in the district was discussed. Administration is checking daily
attendance to see if an excessive amount of students are absent.
Talked about how district has been deep cleaning schools that have had
a higher rate of absentee. The district has purchased 2 electrostatic
sprayers to help disinfect classrooms more thoroughly.

CISD Wellness Goals for Nutrition Promotion
Update on Breakfast in classrooms-Navarro Elementary has been
offering 2 options for breakfast. The students appear to enjoy the
options. Of the 14 days in January and the students that are present
by tardy bell, 83% of the students have eaten breakfast. CISD is
hoping to implement breakfast for student who arrive 30 minutes after
tardy bell by March 2018.
Free and Reduced Lunch Forms-Much of the time was spent on
the free and reduced form. If a student has over 3 days of charges
they are given a cheese sandwich. Brainstorming idea: *Computers and
People to assist with forms to be set up at Back to School rally and at
Meet the Teacher night on Elementary Campuses; *Front sheet of
form when charges will begin, cost of meals, if chargers over a certain
amount student not able to charge, easy to read; *Have form available

beginning July 1 for all parents of new students to CISD to fill one out
at time of enrollment during the summer months; *Incentives to return
forms *Secretarial help for child nutrition to enter information into
computer*Forms available at Back packs of love; *Information on
Website when Forms are available' *Ensure there is a Spanish form;
*Make a YouTube video of how to fill out form. Several questions
raised: What is the problems at the beginning of the year re: lunch
forms? How are the campuses ensuring that parents are aware of
money being due? How do you effectively communicate with parents of
students on secondary campuses?
Meetings, April 11-Discuss Wellness Goal for Shared Table Program
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